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In the Name of Allah the Most Gracious the Most Merciful 

Thanks be to Allah Lord of the universe and prayers and peace be upon the most noble of the 
messengers our master Mohammad and be upon his family and companions and peace be upon 
them all in abundance and what is after ... 

- In light of the current events and which are rocking the country in general and whose effect 
extends to Sinai by necessity, and in spite of the warnings against the repetition of repressive 
practices from the police and army troops against the people and sons of Sinai, we were all 
suprised with a major crime committed by the army troops against our people in Sinai, as the 
armed forces opened fire against the crowds demonstrating gathered outside the governorate 
building in AlAreesh while praying Asr of yesterday Friday 26 Shawwal 1434 H, which resulted in 
21 injured with direct bullets some of them are in critical state and all were moved to AlAreesh 
general hospital. 

- Have Muslim souls become so cheap? The people were praying not attacking the building for 
instance or attacking the troops, and it can not be denied as it was recorded by cameras and in 
videos available on the internet, and who can the army troops shoot the civilians while in state of 
prayers kneeling not giving any respect to the sanctities of people nor their blood or the sanctity 
of worship, verily from Allah we come and to Allah we return. 

- This criminal action is but a continuation of the series of crimes commited against the people and 
sons of Sinai, examples of which are firing bullets directly in ambushes and search points from 
elements of the army and police for any error or similar, which leaves victims dead from amongst 
the innocent civilians against whom no crime or accusation has been proven, we showed that part 
of crimes in previous statements, so for that we would like to explain some matters: 

First: we won't stand with hands tied against those serial crimes against our people, our souls go 
for thems and our blood goes for theirs, and the rise of the people of AlAreesh after this crime and 
their control of the governorate and kicking the army out of it is but an example of that. 

Second: this stand up and that demonstration for the people of AlAreesh against the military coup 
against the government of the bretheren we know that the people want to victory of the law of 
Allah through it, which people believe can come through democracy, and this very event shows 
that that is impossible, as democracy is apostate rule which makes the rule go to people and our 
belief is (that rule is but for Allah) 

The command (or the judgement) is for none but Allah 

and that route - that of democracy - won't ever lead to the rule of Allah, as cleanliness never 
comes through dirt, the way to apply Shariah is through whole uprise to instant application of the 
whole Islamic law unshortened and unconditional above all laws and constitutions and to fully 
prepare and sacrifice all that's dear and precious for it so correct your intentions oh worshippers 
of Allah and make it pure for His way. 

Third: we have a decisive stance against the war waged by the enemies of Islam in Egypt against 
Islam and the law of the Most 

Beneficent which was waged by the police and the army with the Christians and the seculars who 
want to disfigure the identity of this Muslim country, and we ask the Muslims in general and Sinai 
in particular to give victory to the law of the Lord of the universe in all ways and methods away 
from the dirt of democracy. 
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This is what we wanted to clarify and state asking Allah to prepare a guided way for this nation 
where the people who obey Allah are given honour and the disobediency people are humiliated 
and where what's right is commanded and bad things are prevented and for His law to be applied. 

 

And Allah has full power and control over His Affairs, but most of men know not. 

Our last of supplication is that Thanks be to Allah Lord of universe 

 

Jihadi Salafia in Sinai 

27 Shaaban 1434h 

6 July 2013CE 
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